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Dependencies: 
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A semantics definition assigns 
meanings to language elements.

6 3 Abstract syntax—foundations

3.1.5 Illustrative signature examples

We define the tree-based abstract syntax of a few more fabricated languages
of the Software Language Book for illustrative purposes: BTL, BIPL, BFPL,
and FSML

3.1.5.1 Syntax of simple expressions

We define the abstract syntax of the expression language BTL.

Illustration 3.7 (Abstract syntax of BTL).
BSL resource languages/BTL/as.bsl

symbol true : æ expr ; // The Boolean "true"
symbol false : æ expr ; // The Boolean "false"
symbol zero : æ expr ; // The natural number zero
symbol succ : expr æ expr ; // Successor of a natural number
symbol pred : expr æ expr ; // Predecessor of a natural number
symbol iszero : expr æ expr ; // Test for a number to be zero
symbol if : expr ◊ expr ◊ expr æ expr ; // Conditional

n

It may be interesting to reflect on conceivable di�erences between abstract
and concrete syntax. In particular, a concrete syntax may favor ‘mixfix’ syn-
tax ‘if . . . then . . . else . . .’ for the conditional form. In an abstract syntax,
we use prefix notation universally.

3.1.5.2 Syntax of simple imperative programs

We define the abstract syntax of the imperative programming language BIPL.

Illustration 3.8 (Abstract syntax of BIPL).
ESL resource languages/BIPL/as.esl

// Statements
symbol skip : æ stmt ;

symbol assign : string ◊expr æ stmt ;

symbol seq : stmt ◊stmt æ stmt ;

symbol if : expr ◊stmt ◊stmt æ stmt ;

symbol while : expr ◊stmt æ stmt ;

// Expressions
symbol intconst : integer æ expr ;

symbol var : string æ expr ;

symbol unary : uop ◊expr æ expr ;

symbol binary : bop ◊expr ◊expr æ expr ;

N.B.: The expression language at hand is also referred to as 
BTL — Basic TAPL Language — where TAPL is a reference 
to Pierce’s textbook ‘Types and programming languages’.

A sample term: 
 if(true, 
   zero, 
   succ(zero)).

Abstract syntax of running example
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Big-step operational semantics definition  
= rule-based definition of the relation between 

program phrases and execution/evaluation results  
with at least one rule per language construct.

4 8 Operational semantics

is a placeholder for natural numbers rather than arbitrary evaluation results.
Thus, there is an implicit premise that n œ nat.

Here is the complete set of rules for all expression forms.

Specification 8.1 (Operational semantics of BTL (big-step style)).

true #‰ true [TRUE]

false #‰ false [FALSE]

zero #‰ zero [ZERO]

e #‰ n

succ(e) #‰ succ(n)
[SUCC]

e #‰ zero

pred(e) #‰ zero
[PRED1]

e #‰ succ(n)

pred(e) #‰ n

[PRED2]

e #‰ zero

iszero(e) #‰ true
[ISZERO1]

e #‰ succ(n)

iszero(e) #‰ false
[ISZERO2]

e0 #‰ true e1 #‰ v1

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v1
[IF1]

e0 #‰ false e2 #‰ v2

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v2
[IF2]

n

That is, there are three axioms, [TRUE ], [FALSE ], and [ZERO], for all
the constant forms of expressions. There is one rule, [SUCC ], to construct
the successor of a given natural number. There are two rules, [PRED1 ] and

That is, zero evaluates to zero. 

That is, succ(e) evaluates succ(n), if e evaluates to n. 

That is, pred(e) evaluates to zero, if e evaluates to zero. 

That is, pred(e) evaluates to n, if e evaluates to succ(n).

N.B.: ‘e’ proxies for expressions. ’n’ proxies for natural numbers. 
Natural numbers and Boolean values are the results (values) at hand.
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Inference rules incl. axioms

8.1 Big-step operational semantics 3

In the literature, as a matter of convention, relation symbols are often not
alphabetical, neither are they applied in prefix fashion. Instead, some infix
or mixfix notation is used instead. For instance:

• e #‰ v instead of evaluate(e,v).
• m „ s #‰ m

Õ instead of execute(s,m,m

Õ).
• m „ e #‰ v instead of evaluate(m,e,v).

8.1.3 Inference rules

An operational semantics specification, at its heart, consists of inference rules,
as known from natural deduction in logic and proof theory. These rules are
of the following format:

P1 · · · Pn

C

[l]

P1, . . . , Pn, and C are judgments and l is simply a label of the rule that can
be used to refer to the rule conveniently. We refer to P1, . . . , Pn as premises
and to C as conclusion because the idea is that the rules can be applied to
perform proofs of judgments such that the truth of C can be concluded, once
the truth of P1, . . . , Pn was established. For n = 0, we speak of an axiom
and we omit the separator line. Thus:

C [l]

The rules of an operational semantics are syntax-driven. That is, the judg-
ment of the conclusion always applies to a specific syntactic construct (or
pattern) while the judgments of the premises may apply to subterms of the
conclusion’s construct or terms formed over it. Here is an axiom for the eval-
uation of BTL’s true:

true #‰ true [TRUE]

Here is the inference rule for BTL’s succ:

e #‰ n

succ(e) #‰ succ(n)
[SUCC]

The rule models expresses that if e evaluates to a natural number n, then
the compound expression evaluates to the successor of n, i.e., succ(n). Please
note that we rely on variables to be constrained in terms of type. That is, n
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BTL example                                     General form

N.B.: A rule consists of conclusion C and premises P1, …, Pn. 
A rule without premises is an axiom. 

Rules and axioms (see [l]) are labeled for ease of reference.
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Relationship claims = judgments

Prefix notation Mixfix notation Meaning

evaluate(e, v) The evaluation of a BTL expression e 
results in the value v.

execute(m, s, m')
The execution of statement s in an 
imperative programming language 

transforms store m into store m'. 

evaluate(fs, m, e, v)
The evaluation of expression e in a 
functional programming language 
for the arguments m and function 
definitions fs results in the value v.
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Disciplined use of metavariables

2 8 Operational semantics

8.1.1 Meta-variables

In the context of semantics specifications, it is common practice to declare
(short) meta-variables to range over syntactic categories and other types
needed in the specifications. The use of these meta-variables (possibly with
subscripts or quotes) helps with conciseness and clarity.

There are these types and corresponding meta-variables for the syntax and
semantics of the simple expression language BTL.

Type Meta-
variable Purpose

expr e Expressions according to the abstract syntax
nat n Natural numbers, i.e., zero, succ(zero), . . .
bool b Boolean values, i.e., true and false
value v Values, i.e., Boolean values and natural numbers

Such types may be defined, for example, by a grammatical notation or
a signature notation. Type expr for the abstract syntax of expressions was
already defined earlier. We will define the remaining types nat, bool, and
value shortly—these are subsets of expr .

8.1.2 Judgments

In operational semantics, we are concerned with relations over program
phrases (statements, expressions, etc.) and other data structures such as val-
ues (i.e., results of evaluation) and stores (i.e., maps from variable names to
values). In operational semantics specifications, claims of relationships are
referred to as judgments. That is, a judgment is a basic formula (a claim
to be proved on the grounds of the operational semantics specification). A
judgment is thus formed from a relation symbol and any number of argu-
ments. An argument is either a meta-variable or an instance thereof such as
a syntactical pattern. For instance:

• evaluate(e,v) — A judgment for the evaluation of an expression e to a
value v.

• execute(s,m,m

Õ) — A judgment for the execution of an imperative state-
ment s for an initial store m and a resulting store m

Õ. A store is viewed
as a map from variable names to values.

• evaluate(fs,m,e,v) — A judgment for the evaluation of an expression e in
a functional program to a value v relative to the given collection of defined
functions fs and an environment m (i.e., a map from argument names to
values).

8.1 Big-step operational semantics 3

In the literature, as a matter of convention, relation symbols are often not
alphabetical, neither are they applied in prefix fashion. Instead, some infix
or mixfix notation is used instead. For instance:

• e #‰ v instead of evaluate(e,v).
• m „ s #‰ m

Õ instead of execute(s,m,m

Õ).
• m „ e #‰ v instead of evaluate(m,e,v).

8.1.3 Inference rules

An operational semantics specification, at its heart, consists of inference rules,
as known from natural deduction in logic and proof theory. These rules are
of the following format:

P1 · · · Pn

C

[l]

P1, . . . , Pn, and C are judgments and l is simply a label of the rule that can
be used to refer to the rule conveniently. We refer to P1, . . . , Pn as premises
and to C as conclusion because the idea is that the rules can be applied to
perform proofs of judgments such that the truth of C can be concluded, once
the truth of P1, . . . , Pn was established. For n = 0, we speak of an axiom
and we omit the separator line. Thus:

C [l]

The rules of an operational semantics are syntax-driven. That is, the judg-
ment of the conclusion always applies to a specific syntactic construct (or
pattern) while the judgments of the premises may apply to subterms of the
conclusion’s construct or terms formed over it. Here is an axiom for the eval-
uation of BTL’s zero:

zero #‰ zero [ZERO]

Here is the inference rule for BTL’s succ:

e #‰ n

succ(e) #‰ succ(n)
[SUCC]

The rule models expresses that if e evaluates to a natural number n, then
the compound expression evaluates to the successor of n, i.e., succ(n). Please
note that we rely on variables to be constrained in terms of type. That is, n

This must be a 
natural number!

This could be any 
expression.
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All (inference) rules for BTL’s semantics
4 8 Operational semantics

is a placeholder for natural numbers rather than arbitrary evaluation results.
Thus, there is an implicit premise that n œ nat.

Here is the complete set of rules for all expression forms.

Specification 8.1 (Operational semantics of BTL (big-step style)).

true #‰ true [TRUE]

false #‰ false [FALSE]

zero #‰ zero [ZERO]

e #‰ n

succ(e) #‰ succ(n)
[SUCC]

e #‰ zero

pred(e) #‰ zero
[PRED1]

e #‰ succ(n)

pred(e) #‰ n

[PRED2]

e #‰ zero

iszero(e) #‰ true
[ISZERO1]

e #‰ succ(n)

iszero(e) #‰ false
[ISZERO2]

e0 #‰ true e1 #‰ v1

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v1
[IF1]

e0 #‰ false e2 #‰ v2

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v2
[IF2]

n

That is, there are three axioms, [TRUE ], [FALSE ], and [ZERO], for all
the constant forms of expressions. There is one rule, [SUCC ], to construct
the successor of a given natural number. There are two rules, [PRED1 ] and
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That is, there are three axioms, [TRUE ], [FALSE ], and [ZERO], for all
the constant forms of expressions. There is one rule, [SUCC ], to construct
the successor of a given natural number. There are two rules, [PRED1 ] and

as seen earlier
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leaf nodes

Derivation trees as proofs of judgments

6 8 Operational semantics

Likewise, we can define the precise (trivial) meaning of the types nat,
bool, and value, as subsets of expr—subject to judgments e œ nat, e œ bool,
and e œ value as follows.

Specification 8.3 (Inference rules for BTL’s values).

zero œ nat [nat1]

e œ nat

succ(e) œ nat
[nat2]

true œ bool [bool1]

false œ bool [bool2]

e œ nat

e œ value
[value1]

e œ bool

e œ value
[value2]

n

8.1.4 Derivation trees

The proof of a (big-step) judgment commences in a tree-like shape. These
trees are referred to as derivation trees. The following tree represents the
proof that pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero)) evaluates to zero.

Illustration 8.1 (A derivation tree for BTL).

zero #‰ zero [ZERO]

iszero(zero) #‰ true

[ISZERO1]

zero #‰ zero [ZERO]

succ(zero) #‰ succ(zero)

[SUCC]

if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero) #‰ succ(zero)

[IF1]

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero)) #‰ zero

[PRED2]

n

N.B.: Subject to some modest constraints on the form of inference 
rules, these derivation trees can be constructed effectively, thereby 

’interpreting’ programs so that results are computed.

root

leaf nodes
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Mapping inference rules to Haskell

12 8 Operational semantics

8.1.5.3 Rule-by-rule mapping

Let us now strive for 1:1 correspondence between inference rules and function
equations as opposed to mapping multiple rules for one construct to a single
equation. Such a rule-by-rule mapping arguably better conveys the structure
of the formal definition in the implementing code.

To this end, we may leverage Haskell 2010’s pattern guards, which allow
us to constrain equations not just by pattern matching and regular guards.
That is, a regular guard is simply a Boolean expression over variables bound
in the left-hand side patterns. By contrast, a pattern guard can perform more
matching based on the results computed for the guard’s expression. Consider
this code pattern:
f (C x) | D y Ω g x = h x y

This equation will be selected for an argument that is of shape C x, but
only if the application g x returns a result that can be matched with D y. This
expressiveness is su�cient to achieve a 1:1 correspondence between inference
rules and function equations.

Illustration 8.6 (Modular mapping of rules to equations).
Haskell module Language.BTL.BigStepWithGuards

evaluate :: Expr æ Expr

evaluate TRUE = TRUE

evaluate FALSE = FALSE

evaluate Zero = Zero

evaluate (Succ e)

| n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= Succ n

evaluate (Pred e)

| Zero Ω evaluate e

= Zero

evaluate (Pred e)

| Succ n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= n

evaluate (IsZero e)

| Zero Ω evaluate e

= TRUE

evaluate (IsZero e)

| Succ n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= FALSE

evaluate (If e0 e1 e2)

| TRUE Ω evaluate e0

= evaluate e1

evaluate (If e0 e1 e2)

| FALSE Ω evaluate e0

= evaluate e2

N.B.: A rule becomes an equation with premises as pattern guards (in 
this particular model). Also note that extra typechecks (see isNat) may 

be needed to account for metavariables.
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• e #‰ v instead of evaluate(e,v).
• m „ s #‰ m

Õ instead of execute(s,m,m

Õ).
• m „ e #‰ v instead of evaluate(m,e,v).

8.1.3 Inference rules

An operational semantics specification, at its heart, consists of inference rules,
as known from natural deduction in logic and proof theory. These rules are
of the following format:

P1 · · · Pn

C

[l]

P1, . . . , Pn, and C are judgments and l is simply a label of the rule that can
be used to refer to the rule conveniently. We refer to P1, . . . , Pn as premises
and to C as conclusion because the idea is that the rules can be applied to
perform proofs of judgments such that the truth of C can be concluded, once
the truth of P1, . . . , Pn was established. For n = 0, we speak of an axiom
and we omit the separator line. Thus:

C [l]

The rules of an operational semantics are syntax-driven. That is, the judg-
ment of the conclusion always applies to a specific syntactic construct (or
pattern) while the judgments of the premises may apply to subterms of the
conclusion’s construct or terms formed over it. Here is an axiom for the eval-
uation of BTL’s zero:

zero #‰ zero [ZERO]

Here is the inference rule for BTL’s succ:

e #‰ n

succ(e) #‰ succ(n)
[SUCC]

The rule models expresses that if e evaluates to a natural number n, then
the compound expression evaluates to the successor of n, i.e., succ(n). Please
note that we rely on variables to be constrained in terms of type. That is, n
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8.1.5.3 Rule-by-rule mapping

Let us now strive for 1:1 correspondence between inference rules and function
equations as opposed to mapping multiple rules for one construct to a single
equation. Such a rule-by-rule mapping arguably better conveys the structure
of the formal definition in the implementing code.

To this end, we may leverage Haskell 2010’s pattern guards, which allow
us to constrain equations not just by pattern matching and regular guards.
That is, a regular guard is simply a Boolean expression over variables bound
in the left-hand side patterns. By contrast, a pattern guard can perform more
matching based on the results computed for the guard’s expression. Consider
this code pattern:
f (C x) | D y Ω g x = h x y

This equation will be selected for an argument that is of shape C x, but
only if the application g x returns a result that can be matched with D y. This
expressiveness is su�cient to achieve a 1:1 correspondence between inference
rules and function equations.

Illustration 8.6 (Modular mapping of rules to equations).
Haskell module Language.BTL.BigStepWithGuards

evaluate :: Expr æ Expr

evaluate TRUE = TRUE

evaluate FALSE = FALSE

evaluate Zero = Zero

evaluate (Succ e)

| n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= Succ n

evaluate (Pred e)

| Zero Ω evaluate e

= Zero

evaluate (Pred e)

| Succ n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= n

evaluate (IsZero e)

| Zero Ω evaluate e

= TRUE

evaluate (IsZero e)

| Succ n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= FALSE

evaluate (If e0 e1 e2)

| TRUE Ω evaluate e0

= evaluate e1

evaluate (If e0 e1 e2)

| FALSE Ω evaluate e0

= evaluate e2
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only if the application g x returns a result that can be matched with D y. This
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| Zero Ω evaluate e
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| FALSE Ω evaluate e0

= evaluate e2

N.B.: Interpreters may vary in terms of failure handling (when getting 
stuck), modularity (in terms of mapping rules to equations), and others.
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n

For instance, the first equation for the pattern Pred e only applies if the
evaluation of e results in Zero, whereas the second equation for the same
pattern applies if the evaluation of e matches the pattern Succ n and isNat n

holds.

8.1.6 More big-step examples

We define the big-step operational semantics of a few more fabricated lan-
guages of the Software Language Book for illustrative purposes.

8.1.6.1 Semantics of simple imperative programs

We define the big-step operational semantics of the imperative programming
language BIPL. There are these types and meta-variables:

Type Meta-
variable Purpose

stmt s Statements according to abstract syntax
expr e Expressions according to abstract syntax
uop uo Unary operators according to abstract syntax
bop bo Binary operators according to abstract syntax
string x Variable names
int i Integer values
bool b Boolean values
value v Integer and Boolean values
store m Collections of variable name-value pairs

There are these judgments:

• m „ s #‰ m

Õ — Execution of statement s with m and m

Õ as the stores
prior and past execution, respectively.

• m „ e #‰ v — Evaluation of expression e with v as the evaluation result
and m as the observed store.

• unary(uo,v) #‰ v

Õ — Interpretation of unary operator uo on an argument
value v with the result value v

Õ.
• binary(bo,v1,v2) #‰ v

Õ — Interpretation of binary operator bo on argu-
ment values v1 and v2 with the result value v

Õ.

Specification 8.4 (Big-step operational semantics of BIPL).

Statement execution
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m „ skip #‰ m [SKIP]

m „ e #‰ v

m „ assign(x,e) #‰ m[x ‘æ v]
[ASSIGN]

m0 „ s1 #‰ m1 m1 „ s2 #‰ m2

m0 „ seq(s1,s2) #‰ m2
[SEQ]

m „ e0 #‰ true m „ s1 #‰ m

Õ

m „ if(e0,s1,s2) #‰ m

Õ
[IF1]

m „ e0 #‰ false m „ s2 #‰ m

Õ

m „ if(e0,s1,s2) #‰ m

Õ
[IF2]

m „ if(e,seq(s,while(e,s)),skip) #‰ m

Õ

m „ while(e,s) #‰ m

Õ
[WHILE]

Expression evaluation

m „ intconst(i) #‰ i [INTCONST]

m(x) ‘æ v

m „ var(x) #‰ v

[VAR]

m „ e #‰ v unary(uo,v) #‰ v

Õ

m „ unary(uo,e) #‰ v

Õ
[UNARY]

m „ e1 #‰ v1 m „ e2 #‰ v2 binary(bo,v1,v2) #‰ v

Õ

m „ binary(bo,e1,e2) #‰ v

Õ
[BINARY]

n

The inference rules leverage some additional notation:

• m(x) ‘æ v — This form of premise, as exercised in rule [VAR], applies a
store m in the sense of function application. The premise fails, if the store
does not map the given variable identifier x to any value v.
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The inference rules leverage some additional notation:

• m(x) ‘æ v — This form of premise, as exercised in rule [VAR], applies a
store m in the sense of function application. The premise fails, if the store
does not map the given variable identifier x to any value v.

Auxiliary relationsAuxiliary relations
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Exercise 8.3 (Implementation of derivation trees). [Intermediate level]
Devise an object program representation of inference rules and derivation
trees. Implement a metaprogram for mechanically verifying the conformance
(correctness) of a derivation tree with regard to a set of inference rules. n

Exercise 8.4 (Expression-oriented BIPL). [Intermediate level]
Define a big-step semantics for a revised BIPL language as follows. Statement
and expression forms are no longer distinguished. Thus, the statement forms
become expression forms. This requires a reasonable hypothesis as to what
the evaluation result shall be for any given ‘morphed’ statement form. For
instance, in the language C, assignments can be used in expression positions
such that the right-hand side’s evaluation result is considered the evaluation
result of the complete assignment. It may happen that some statement form
fails to return a proper value. For instance, skip cannot possibly return a
proper value. Thus, the semantic domain for values should be extended to be
able to express the ‘lack of value’. n

8.1.6.2 Semantics of simple functional programs

We define the big-step operational semantics of the functional programming
language BFPL. There are these types and meta-variables:

Type Meta-
variable Purpose

programs p Programs according to abstract syntax
functions fs Function collections according to abstract syntax
funsig sig Function signatures according to abstract syntax
expr e Expressions according to abstract syntax
uop uo Unary operators according to abstract syntax
bop bo Binary operators according to abstract syntax
string x Function and argument names
int i Integer values
bool b Boolean values
value v Integers and Boolean values
env m Collections of argument name-value pairs

There is the judgment fs,m „ e #‰ v for expression evaluation with e as
the expression to be evaluated, v as the evaluation result, fs as the list of
defined functions, and m as the current argument binding (‘environment’).
There is also the judgement p #‰ v for evaluating the main expression of a
BFPL program.
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Specification 8.5 (Big-step operational semantics of BFPL).

Reduction of programs

fs,ÿ „ e #‰ v

Èfs,eÍ #‰ v

[PROG]

Reduction of expressions

fs,m „ intconst(i) #‰ i [INTCONST]

fs,m „ boolconst(b) #‰ b [BOOLCONST]

Èx,vÍ œ m

fs,m „ arg(x) #‰ v

[ARG]

fs,m „ e0 #‰ true fs,m „ e1 #‰ v

fs,m „ if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v

[IF1]

fs,m „ e0 #‰ false fs,m „ e2 #‰ v

fs,m „ if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v

[IF2]

fs,m „ e #‰ v unary(uo,v) #‰ v

Õ

fs,m „ unary(uo,e) #‰ v

Õ
[UNARY]

fs,m „ e1 #‰ v1 fs,m „ e2 #‰ v2 binary(bo,v1,v2) #‰ v

Õ

fs,m „ binary(bo,e1,e2) #‰ v

Õ
[BINARY]

fs,m „ e1 #‰ v1 · · · fs,m „ en #‰ vn

Èx,sig,ÈÈx1, . . . ,xnÍ,eÍÍ œ fs

fs, [x1 ‘æ v1, . . . ,xn ‘æ vn] „ e #‰ v

fs,m „ apply(x, [e1, . . . ,en]) #‰ v

[APPLY]

n

The first rule concerns the evaluation of a program’s main expression; ‘ÿ’
denotes the empty (initial) environment.

The rule of particular interest is the one for function application ([APPLY]).
The premises model the following aspects of function application. The actual
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N.B.: Each function application constructs an environment to be 
used for the evaluation of the body of the function.

18 8 Operational semantics

Specification 8.5 (Big-step operational semantics of BFPL).

Evaluation of programs

fs,ÿ „ e #‰ v

Èfs,eÍ #‰ v

[PROG]

Evaluation of expressions

fs,m „ intconst(i) #‰ i [INTCONST]
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Õ
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Õ
[BINARY]

fs,m „ e1 #‰ v1 · · · fs,m „ en #‰ vn

Èx,sig,ÈÈx1, . . . ,xnÍ,eÍÍ œ fs

fs, [x1 ‘æ v1, . . . ,xn ‘æ vn] „ e #‰ v

fs,m „ apply(x,Èe1, . . . ,enÍ) #‰ v

[APPLY]

n

The first rule concerns the evaluation of a program’s main expression; ‘ÿ’
denotes the empty (initial) environment.

The rule of particular interest is the one for function application ([APPLY]).
The premises model the following aspects of function application. The actual
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Online resources

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 
YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 

http://www.softlang.org/yas 
See languages BTL, BIPL, and BFPL. 

There are Haskell- and Prolog-based big-step style interpreters.

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The book discusses big-step semantics in more detail. 
Other related subjects:  

small-step operational and denotational semantics.


